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Theories of The Stratification of Medieval Peasants
According to Bernard Barber, social differentiation must exist 
for a society to function efficiently (14). "Insofar as their internal 
and external situations differ, and insofar as they have different 
systems of values, societies will place varying relative emphasis on 
the different criteria of evaluation" (220-1). If a social ro le -  
religious, political, cconom ic-is needed for a society to function, then 
a value is placed on it. and the more it is required the more value it 
has (3.5). "Contrary to first impression, though it emphasizes 
differences among people, an essential function of the stratification 
system in a society is an integrative one" (7). In this system one can 
rank oneself in society, superior to some, inferior to others.
Therefore, everyone is needed and has a contribution to make to the 
com m unity.
In medieval European society, the religious, political and 
warrior roles were more valued than the economic roles (4). Manual 
labor has always been on the low end of the scale of values, and 
those who performed these labors were valued less (38). Those 
laborers were the peasants and middle class of merchants and 
artisans who tried to rise to the more valued roles (4). Because they 
were seen to be less important then, few medieval writers wrote 
about them and, today there is relatively little information about 
them. "As a result . . .  the middle class and lower classes are often 
blurred into a single mass called the non-noble groups. Yet there 
were actually important differences of social evaluation and there 
fore different social classes within this very broad grouping”<82).
One of the questions that E. A. Kosminsky tackles in his book. 
Studies in the Agrarian History of England, pertains to the divisions
I
within the broad grouping of the English peasantry in the thirteenth 
century. From the first he stresses the diversity of this group in 
their legal (free vs. unfree) and economic (capacity to subsist vs. 
incapacity) status, and in their land holdings, lie also stresses the 
difference between the theory and the actual practice of the legal 
and economic privileges of being free and the disadvantages of being 
a villein. From his study of the Hundred Rolls of 1279, Kostninsky 
draws several conclusions about the social and economic 
stratification of these peasants.
The Hundred Rolls examined here are government surveys of 
the thirteenth century. They are quite thorough, detailed 
descriptions of many of the hundreds in the counties stretching from 
Suffolk to Oxfordhire. This survey lists over 700 centers of 
habitation and their inhabitants. One advantage to working with 
these documents is that there are many documents such as court 
rolls and inquests, that one can use for comparison as Kosminsky did 
(5).
From these documents he first points out that there was great 
e ^ r s i ty  among peasant landholdings. Some of these holdings were 
inherited tenancies, while others were held only for a limited time or 
at the lord's will. Some owed heavy services while others owed only 
a "symbolic" rent. Some included labor services, which he concludes 
were villein (unfree) tenements, while others required money rent, 
which belonged to free tenements (197, 200). However, these 
differences did not always hold true. Kosminsky believes that 
money rent normally means the tenement is a free holding, "but 
money rent also occurs among villein holdings with commuted rents”
(253). Some villeins bought out their labor services, but were still 
technically unfree. Through time these tenements were sometimes 
transformed into freeholdings (255).
Diversity existed not only between those who were free or 
unfree, but also between freemen and between serfs. "Among free
tenures are included tenure by knight service, tenure in 
frankalmoign, serjeantry, socage, and burgagc”( 198). These free 
tenures were divided by common law as ". . . peasant free tenure 
(socage), the tenure of the upper class (the knight's lee), and the 
privileged ecclesiastical tenure (frankalmoign)"! 199), Once again, in 
practice the situation was often more complicated. The top layer of 
free peasantry could pass over into the class of small knights; indeed, 
it was obliged to do so, since the law prescribed that persons having 
a certain revenue from their land must become knights"(226). These
well-to-do peasants wanted to avoid obtaining that "certain revenue"
because it meant changing their tenure from socage to military and 
increasing obligations.
In his numerical analysis of the Hundred Rolls, Kosminsky
compares the villein holdings found there, with those freeholdings he 
has -alculated to be held by peasants. Villein holdings, he concludes 
to be peasant but ". . . matters are much more complicated when it 
comes to free holdings"(204). The upper class and the Church are 
also included in free holdings, so free peasant holdings must be 
determined by their size. Yet this is also deceptive also since 
monasteries held quite a few of these small holdings. "According to 
my approximate reckoning," writes Kosminsky,"these |lhe small 
freeholdings o f monasteries| come to about four percent of the total
territory under consideration |the total of free and unfree holdings), 
or about ten per cent of the total area of free holcHngxM(204).
After the total number of peasant frccholdings was calculated. 
Kosminsky divided up these tenements, along with those of the 
villeins, into five different categories. Although he lists specific land 
holding groups such as one-fourth virgaters, these are really only 
general group headings. For example. "I have counted the 
comparatively infrequent holdings of three quarters of a virgate as 
virgates. those of one-third, those of half a virgate. The first of these 
includes those holdings of over one virgate (approximately thirty 
acres). The middle three in declining order are one virgate. one-halt
virgate, and one-fourth virgate. The last group contained all the 
petty landholders which included cottages along with very small 
plots of land (214). According to Kosminsky, those who held one hall 
of a virgate or more were sufficiently provided with land to, at least, 
subsist. Those who held one-fourth or less were inadequately
provided with land t subsist without finding other means of making 
a living (216).
Kosminsky made these calculations for Huntingdonshire, 
Cambridgeshire. Bedfordshire, Buckinghamshire. Oxfordshire and
Warwickshire. The data from of these six counties show that on 
average one percent of villeins held over one virgalc> twenty-live 
percent hold one virgate. thirty-six percent held otte-h-If of
virgate, nine percent held one fourth of a vin>at«»b ' *""<•> and twenty-nine
percent held petty allotments. His conclusion is , l  . 
f ,h»-'n that in 1279
sixty-two percent of the villeins are sufficiently „
3 * divided with land.
while thirty-eight were not.
As for the free holders, eight percent held over one virgate. 
fifteen percent held one virgate. eighteen percent held one-half o f a 
virgate, and twelve percent held one-fourth of a virgate. The last 
category he breaks in tw o-ten percent of free peasants held petty 
allotments of three to five acres, while thirty-seven percent held 
petty allotments of less than three acres. Therefore, fourty-one 
percent of freeholders were sufficiently provided with land, while 
fifty-nine percent were not (223).
Free peasants could plead in the king's court, enjoyed personal 
freedom, paid less rent, and had certain guarantees of their property 
rights (241), The villeins could only go to their lord's court, were 
bound to the land and their lord, owed heavier rent plus labor 
services and could only buy and sell land with the permission of the 
manor court. One would think that the free peasants were better off 
than their unfree neighbors, and yet these results suggest otherwise. 
Sixty-two percent of villeins were adequately provided with land, 
while only forty-one percent of the free peasants were.
"The free tenant of a small plot |which is fifty-nine percent of 
peasant free holders and twenty-five percent of all the 
peasants studied by Kosminsky (227)J, who had to pay a 
considerable rent usually rendered some labour dues, had to 
attend the manor court, and was bound to the routine of the 
community, was in fact scarcely to be distinguished from the 
villein." (200)
A free smallholder might be worse off than a villein whose labor 
services had been commuted to money rent. The smallholder's 
actual freedom was not so great and the protection of his property
and his rights was not any better than that of a villein. The king’s 
court was no more interested in the rights of a small free peasant 
than the lord’s court was in a serf (201).
AN together, the petty holdings of these Hundred Rolls 
consisted of thrity-six percent of the peasants and the one-fourth 
virgaters held ten percent. Therefore, forty-six percent of all
peasants on these lands in 1279 were not sufficiently provided with 
land to subsist alone. The half-virgaters held twenty-six percent, the 
virgaters held twenty-four percent while those who held over one 
virgate held only three and one-half percent of the peasant lands. 
Approximately fifty-four percent of the peasants surveyed held 
sufficient land to subsist alone.
The second part of Kosminsky’s analysis takes into account the 
different sizes of manors he finds in the Hundred Rolls. He divides
them up into four groups, from group C manors being the largest to 
group AA manors being the smallest. Kosminsky calculates that 
seventy-three percent of typical middle group peasants were
villeins, but most rich and small holders were free (227). The larger 
the manor, the larger the average tenement and vice versa. The 
number of holdings of one virgate or more on large manors is above 
average while the number of small holdings is below average. The 
opposite is true for smalt manors, the number of smallholders there 
is above average (218-19). Since most free peasants were small 
landholders and those holdings were more numerous on small 
manors most free peasants lived on these small manors. In this 
same way, villein holdings, which were generally of middling size, 
were more numerous on larger manors.
Although in legal theory the free and unfree peasants were 
quite distinct from each other, in practice these lines blurred and 
distinctions were difficult to make. Communted services and unfree 
holdings transformed through time make differences less clear. In 
economic standing, although definitely not always true, these 
differences were more discernable. Most villeins held a middling 
amount of land and lived on large manors, while free men in general, 
held a greater or lesser amount of land. Those who held more lived 
on large manors where most of the large landholdings existed, and 
those who were poor lived on small manors where most small 
holdings were found.
Like Kominsky, M.M. Postan views the size of peasant s 
holdings as not enough to measure their true station; however, their 
legal status was not always a true measure either. In The Medieval 
Economy and Society. Postan writes,The unfree or semi-free status 
of the majority of medieval villagers was so characteristic of the 
period that the historians of rural society in the middle ages have 
been inclined to give more attention to the peasants' freedom and 
unfreedom than to their wealth and income’(121). This typifies the 
views of an older generation of historians who were especially 
interested in the legal and political matters. Now' historians have 
come to realize that economic standing could overcome servile status. 
Unfortunately a problem arises along with this realization. The legal 
and personal status of peasants was recorded fairly w'ell in 
documents of the middle ages. However, economic statistics were not 
recorded so well nor was economic status so clearly dcf*ined( 121).
Nevertheless, Postan believes that the best way to measure 
stratification is by comparison of landholdings. The measure most 
frequently used by historians has been that of sizes of holdings. This 
is still the best standard available to us. . . '(Postan 126-7). The
division of land on a given manor favored the lord who took the best 
land for his desmense. The rest of the land was divided between his
tenants whose rents and servicesdepended on their legal status- 
usually, the higher the legal status, the less burdensome the 
payments (124). Postan notes that low rents and a sizable holding 
did not always mean prosperity. For instance, a family with several 
healthy sons and daughters and a higher rent,was more able to make 
a living than an older couple with low rent but no children (127). 
Such detailed information on the individual families needed to 
determine their economic status is non-existent. Therefore, Postan 
concludes that the size of the landholding is still the best indicator of 
peasant well-being.
Like Kosminsky, Postan uses the Hundred Rolls of 1279, but 
unlike Kosminsky, he does not divide the peasants into free and 
unfree. As Kosminsky has already shown, the legal differences 
between them do not make that great of a difference. Also, Postan 
divides the tenements into three groups, not five. The first group of 
peasants hold one-fourth of a virgate or less, the next holds one- 
fourth to one virgate, while the last holds one or more virgates (128). 
He defines the middle group as representative of medieval peasants
because of their nature. They held enough land to provide a family 
of five with an average of two thousand calories per person each day 
(130). Peasants of the lower group were unable to do so, while those
of the larger group earned much more. Postan’s results were 
slightly different than Kosminsky's because of Kosminsky's 
predominate use of Oxfordshire with its untypieally low number of 
smallholders (128-9). Therefore, Postan finds there were even more
peasants in the 'petty allotment' category.
The results of Postan's analysis revealed that twenty-two 
percent of the peasants held one or more virgate, compared to 
Kosminsky's twenty-seven and one-half percent. In the middle
group, Postan finds thirty-three percent of the peasants while. 
Kosminsky finds twenty-six percent, small holders made up forty- 
five percent of the peasants compared to forty-six (Postan 130; 
Kosminsky 227). According to Postan the 'typical' peasant came from 
the middle group not because they were the majority but because ". .
. their mode of existence, their standards of life, indeed their entire
social condition, approached nearest to the characteristic type of 
medieval peasant" (129). This characteristic peasant was a tenant 
who held enough land for subsistence--the ability to live on his 
holding without outside employment -to worked it entirely or 
mostly without hired labor (128).
Most peasants, however, fell into the small holding group,with 
one-fourth virgate or less. Often this group exceeded the total of the 
other larger groups on a given manor. Their holdings were too small 
for true subsistence farming. They had to find other ways like 
carpentry and craftmaking to supplement their income. Some of 
these villagers worked for those in the highest group of peasant 
landholders. Small holders, however, were probably underemployed 
and therefore were on the lowest end of the economic scale (132-4).
Those in the highest group made more than a subsistence level 
income, which meant they had a surplus. With this surplus they 
were able to buy 'luxuries'. Yet Postan finds from court rolls that the 
number one item they bought was additional land (135). "To a 
peasant, whether wealthy or poor, the ownership of land was an 
object to be pursued in all circumstances" (135). To a peasant land 
was not only a means of living, . . but also a good’ worth possession 
for its own sake and enjoyed as a measure of social status, a 
foundation of family fortunes, and a fulfilment and extension of the 
owner’s personality" (135). These large landholders then had not 
only the means but a great desire to buy more and more land. As 
their holdings grew, they hired members of the smallholding group 
to work their land, which enabled the small holder to subsist.
Postan asserts that these three basic groups existed from the 
time of the Domesday Book in 1086, to the fifteenth century. The 
average size of their landholdings, however, decreased throughout 
this period (138-9). He acknowledges evidence that demonstrates an 
increase in the top ranks of the peasantry, but also a decrease in the
lower ranks.
From this some historians have concluded that the Fnglish 
village in the fifteenth century suffercd--or would 'benefited' 
be the right word?--from a kind of economic differentiation’ 
similar to that which Marxist writers have discerned in some 
continental villages in the late nineteenth century. (140)
The villagers go through a 'pre capitalist' transformation. However, 
Postan also sees a decrease in lower ranks caused by a decline in the 
population and the rising of the lower ranks into the upper ones in
the later middle ages (140). In the fourteenth and fifteenth 
centuries, . . the contraction in the total area of cultivated land and 
the fall in the aggregate output of agriculture went together with an 
improved economic condition of the majority of the villagers. Wt can 
justifiably consider the late middle ages both as a time ol economic 
decline and as the golden age of the English peasantry" (142).
Like Kosminsky and Postan, lid ward Britton in his book, Xilg 
Community of the ViII. examines the Hundred Rolls of 1279, along 
with "extents," or estate surveys, covering the same area of England, 
lie points out the difficulties of using the documents of this age. In 
the Hundred Rolls, the virgates contained thirty acres whereas the 
virgates of the Broughton extent contained thirty-two acres. In 
addition, the number of virgates listed in the rolls does not match the 
number of virgates listed in the extent (77). Britton takes a dilferent 
approach to these rolls and extents than Kosminsky and Postan-he 
divides the peasants into different family types defined by social 
importance in the village. Then he looks at landholding from their 
perspective, taking into account both the size and like Kosminsky the 
legal status of the tenements
The first type of family, the A family, is one whose members 
hold offices regularly. The second type, the B family, has members 
who hold offices only rarely, and the C family members never hold 
office. Although Britton runs into many problems tracing village 
names of the families, he is able to come up with a method of 
comparing a rental (compiled by Abbot Edmund of Ellington) of lands 
with the court rolls which coincide with the same area. From this he 
finds that eighty-three percent of the customary, unfree, tenements
were held by A families, while B families held eleven percent and C 
families held only six percent (79).
Britton finds in his sources some of the same problems 
analyzing freehold tenures. The Hundred Rolls present a generalized 
view of landholders and holdings, not distinguishing between 
peasants and nobles and they ignore the fragmentation and the 
subletting of the tenements (83). Taking this into account, once again 
the A families dominate the holdings (84). Seventy-three percent is 
held by A families, eighteen percent by B families and nine percent 
by C families (85). In other documents, he also sees this domination. 
A families acquired seventy-ywo percent of the land mentioned in 
four charters from 1314 to 1340 (84). Prom the Broughton feet of 
fines Britton finds four land transactions, all of which was involved A
families (85).
These records do not show the true distribution of land, 
however, for they fail to mention subletting of the holdings of the 
richer peasants. However, they do provide evidence of peasant 
stratification in two ways. One way, shown by Kosminsky and 
Postan, shows how many peasants hold different sizes of tenements, 
while Britton shows how much land is owned by different types of 
families. The other type of stratification is demonstrated by these 
family types, those that hold offices, like the reeve or the forester, 
and those that do not. Both customary and free holdings had a share 
of A, B, and C families. Therefore, Britton's findings imply that to fill 
these socially important roles depended not on one's legal status but 
on one's economic status.
According to Britton, stratification can he measured in two 
ways, through economic standing and through social standing. If a 
tenant held one virgate, his economic standing was much better than 
an one-fourth virgate holder. Also, if one was charged with being a 
reeve or bailiff, it was not only an acknowledgement that you were 
in high standing in the village, but a way to exploit those over which 
you held authority. Most who were appointed to these roles, 
however, usually had relatively high economic standing.
Hdward Miller and John Hatcher in Med ievjjJ_klUlhllid: : R ura I
Society and liconomic Change 10K6-1348, also consider a different 
measure of peasant differentiation than tenement size. They attempt 
to consider the problem from the eyes of the Angevin lawyer, who 
seemed to have as much of a problem with this question as 
historians do nowadays. To Miller and Matcher, all villagers had 
some things in common -they were a part of small scale agriculture 
and they pai'd rents to their manorial lords. ‘'When we look closely, 
however, these similarities dissolve into dissimilarities'' (III).
There were dissimilarities in all aspects of a peasant's life. The 
size of the landholdings were unequal as well as the rents for these 
landholdings. Some peasants were free while others were not. 
Whether free or villein, the economic status of these peasants ranged 
from relatively rich to very poor with legal status being only a small 
factor (111). The terminology used in the documents of the time 
demonstrate the many differences between peasants. The different 
terms describing the legal status of peasants were quite numerous 
and confusing. Yet, these terms illustrate the slight variances 
between some peasants who were not altogether free but not
necessarily a villein either, from 
free (112).
who were either more or less
Defining free and unfree peasants 1.1 the thirteenth and 
fourteenth centuries was a quite difficult matter. Courts then often 
looked hack to a peasant’s genealogy to decide his legal status. Only 
if one had a free ancestor could one be considered free. This was so 
often confused by "inter-legal" status marriages. Usually the
children of these marriages between the free and unfree took the 
legal status of the father. However, if the child was a bastard, it took 
the status of the mother (113).
According to Miller and Hatcher, there were numerous levels of
legality between those clearly free or unfree, but those defined as 
mostly unfree, along with their holdings, were still considered the 
property’ of the lord. Some villeins did not hold any land but were 
still bound to the lord, owing services. Whether they held land or 
not, they could be bought, sold or given away at the lord s will. 
Records show that this was happening as late as 1276 (114). 
"Cockersand Priory even had copied into its chartulary a list of nativi 
it acquired in Lancashire: the total was 290, although by no means
all of them came without land. Some of them, however, did come to 
the priory severed from any tenemenff 115). Although this 
transaction took place about two centuries earlier, it demonstrates 
that although it was not a common practice, it did happen in the 
county which I will examine. Many peasants could have faced such a 
fate as a large proportion of the peasantry were unfree either in 
personal status or the unfree tenure they held (116).
On the other hand, the Angevin lawyers defined the free as 
those who held land on fixed and certain terms, with the right to sell 
their holdings or leave them to their heirs with the protection of the 
king's court (116). Their goods were their own, and they could not 
he bought or sold hut could move if they wanted. Some peasants had 
some of the freemen's privileges combined the unfree s burdens; 
their legal status thus lay somewhere in between free and unfree.
One of these in between peasants was the villein sokeman who owed 
seasonal labor services as well as other villein dues. Yet his heirs
had the undisputed right to inherit his land (118).
Such diversities created a highly stratified peasant society. On
any manor peasant status reached from the very 
unfree to the richest freemen with all the levels 
Miller and Hatcher look at peasant stratification
poorest of the 
in be ween. Since 
through the eyes of
a medieval lawyer, they tend to empasize legal status more than 
economic status, however, they do believe that economic standing 
was important, also. Between manors, there was stratification also. 
On older manors the rents and labor sevices were heavier than those 
of a later origin (123).
Since personal status was so varied and unclear, stratification 
can easier be seen through economic aspects than legal. As far as 
they can tell, freemen usually had a greater chance to prosper, but 
this was not the rule (128). "The implications are clear enough: in
day-to-day village life there w>as often no very significant class 
barrier 'along the line of legal freedom and legal serfdom'"(132). "In 
brief, in the village a man’s enterprise and economic standing might 
matter more than his legal standing" (133). Although they consider
the legal question more. Miller and Hatcher agree with Kosminsky 
and Postan in asserting that economic standing often decided the 
social status of a peasant more than legal standing did.
Rodney Hilton in an article called "Reasons for Inequality 
among Medieval Peasants." agrees with Miller and Hatcher. He 
recognizes that there was a dividing line between the free and 
unfrce but. "the distinction between the legally free and the servile 
was becoming faint towards the end of the middle ages. . . . "  (273). 
Other factors besides legal status must be taken into account in 
determining status within the peasant community.
These include: the abundance or other wise of cultivable land;
the technical level of agricultural production; the rale of 
population growth or decline; the structure of the family, 
including the customs of inheritance and endowment; the 
customs and practices o f agrarian communities; the demands 
made on the peasant economy by non-public authorities. (272). 
To Hilton a more fundamental stratification than serf or free existed 
in peasant society. Like Kosminsky, he feels the division between 
those peasants who held enough land for subsistence and those who 
did not is more important ( Hilton 273).
Whether one held enough for subsistence or not decided all 
aspects of life for the peasant. The large landholding peasants 
brought their plowteams to work the lord's demesne, while the 
smallholder would do other work such as hedging, ditching, harvest 
work, and spade cultivation in the gardens (274). " The sons of
smallholders delayed or renounced marriage because of inadequate 
landed endowment; their sisters became servants in lords' or rich
peasants’ households and their expectation of life was short”! 275). 
The rich peasants had surplus to sell at the market, while the 
smallholder did not. The rich also had better common rights and 
rent. They usually had the extra funds to loan to the smallholder. 
Such loans usually only worsened his position(277).
The lord and the rich peasant could and did take advantage of 
the poor. The lord required twice as much rent per acre of the 
smaller land holder (6-8 acres) as he did of the larger landholder 
(24-30 acres). The small holder who did not have adequate land for 
subsistence suffered greatly under these heavy burdens and was 
driven to work for the lord to supplement their inadequate income. 
The wages paid for this labor, especially for the villeins were quite 
low. On the other hand, the more substantial landholders paid 
lighter rents and were expected to control the village for the lord. 
’These notables...controlled the commons, declared the local custom, 
and maintained order”!277). Thus, the rich peasants could take the 
best common lands for themselves and manipulate the lives of the 
less fortunate to their advantage. The rich used these resources to
buy more land, and increase their wealth and power. According to 
the small holders w'ere not created by richer peasant buying all the 
available land but by a ”... long term cyclical movement by which
the family labour force tended to increase faster than the
agricultural productivity.” Yet, the stratification of a village 
intensified by the oppression of the weak by the rich-both 
and lord(278)
was
peasant
Although she approaches the problem in a different way, 
Kathleen Biddick, in her article, "Missing Links: Taxable wealth,
Markets, and Stratification among Medieval Lnglish Peasants,” agrees 
with Hilton that the stratification of peasants is a multi focal 
problem. "Lordship, markets, law .custom, or the family bond, could 
at a specific historical moment, sharpen the focus of 
stratification"* 278). The lords often interfered with the peasant land 
market. They encouraged small holdings to increase by dividing 
tenements in two, while charging each one full rent. They, also, 
demanded impartible inheritance for customary land. By the end of 
the thirteenth century, lords had generally stopped such
interventions, but their actions had already caused some*
stratification between peasants which would only intensify (279).
Biddick examines, in detail, another factor for stratification 
only briefly touched upon by the other authors. She draws attention 
to recent anthropoogical studies of present day peasant communities, 
which link these communities the types of transactions concluded at 
their markets, to their social and economic stratification (279). From
looking at these studies she has decided that a similar situation 
existed in the middle ages. Since manorial court rolls only offer a 
glimpse of "market forces at work in the patterns of village debt and 
migration," she uses tax rolls to develop her theory(280).
The tax rolls itemize the taxable wealth of the peasants. 
Although historians are unsure about the exact meaning of taxable 
wealth, it is commonly agreed that the tax collectors assessed surplus 
only. However, the line between surplus and subsistence is not quite 
clear (281-2). Some surplus was never counted, such as cheese, eggs, 
and fowl, so that a true account of wealth is impossible to make.
However, assessors counted many goods like grain, livestock, and
craft items, which would he brought to the market and sold for a 
profit (282).
The documents Biddiek uses are tax roils recorded in the 
county of Bedforshire in 1297. The rolls include forty-four vills and 
four boroughs, which allows her to make a comparison between town 
and country markets. Since taxes were only collected on the surplus 
produce of peasants, tax rolls list goods which were potentially 
marketable goods, She cautions that her results are conservative 
because of the historical context. Two bad harvests in 1294 and
1295 added to supporting the king's blemish campaign
taxation, the fifth in seven years created lower yields
* 0
plus (his 
(hun average.
Yel. these Bcdforeshire rolls are a relatively good source because of 
their abundance!2KI). "It often ranked in the top ten of medieval 
tax returns per acre." which allows Biddiek to make a detailed study 
(281). These rolls reveal a difference in the type of wealth held by 
peasants in town and in the country. Town peasants held 
considerable amounts of malting grains for brewing, while country 
peasants held mainly livestock (282-3). "Trade goods, defined in this 
study as assets from the victual, leather, cloth, iron, working, and
building trades, and including raw materials of hemp, timber, and 
wood contributed virtually nothing (0.7r/f) to country assessments" 
(283). While in town trade goods were as important as cattle or 
wheat (284). To examine the stratification of taxable wealh, she 
divides the peasantry into six brackets ranging from the minimum 
taxable income of nine shillings, according to the tax rolls she 
examined, to one of twenty-nine shillings. From there she plots the
concentration of different assets in each of these brackets. Crains
important to towns were more stratified there and vice-versa. Oats, 
the chief food for horses, showed little stratification in the country, 
while in the city the wealthiest peasants owned most of this grain. 
These results suggest marketing chains. Rye, an all purpose grain in 
the country, moved in local markets only, while oats, needed for 
fodder in the cities, moved in regional markets. As the oats moved 
from the local to the regional markets, they became concentrated in a 
few hands. ‘’This increasing concentration implies that the linkage 
into regional markets channeled commodities along more restricted 
paths of exchangc(287).
The distribution of livestock was similar to that of grain. In 
town the top quarter of the wealthiest peasants owned almost 
seventy-five percent of the sheep, a sign of pastoral wealth, while 
ten percent in the country owned forty-five percent. Cattle such as 
bullocks, heifers, cows, and calves were evenly distributed, but oxen 
were held mostly by the wealthy; ten percent held two-thirds in 
both the town and he country. Cows were the most evenly 
distributed cattle in both areas, and were exchanged in local markets. 
Oxen, however, owned mostly by the wealthy, moved in regional 
markets (287). From these, Biddick concludes that, "the wealthiest 
peasants held assets that drew them into local and regional markets. 
The assets held by less wealthy peasants circulated in local 
markets’^ 291).
By examining the assets held in the boroughs, Biddick finds 
that each one specialized in different assets. The few wealthiest 
peasants in those boroughs accumulated most of the specialized 
assets of each borough. "This accumulation was caused by regional
t
marketing processes and set up centers of trade for particular 
eommodities(2%). The wealthy holders of large plots of land could 
afford to buy into the regional trade process, while the poor peasants 
with small holdings could not. Those that could, take part in the 
regional trade used this advantage and the profits made to increase 
their social status, which intensified the stratification that already 
existed among the peasants. The wealthy peasants involved in 
regional markets used their economic power obtain formal offices for 
the control of the village. Not only were they more wealthy than the 
small holders, but they also wielded more social power and could 
manipulate those poorer villages(297-8).
Historians have struggled with the subject of social 
stratification of medieval peasants for many years. Stratification is 
difficult to define because many factors must be considered and little 
information about these factors was recorded in the middle ages. 
These historians recognize the numerous factors involved in peasant 
stratification, however, they all agree that the economic factors are 
the most important measurement. In my analysis I will be using an 
extent made in 1346 for the lands of the Earl of Lancaster, which 
lists his tenants and their holdings, rents and some of their services. 
As Postan does, I will examine the size of individual holdings to 
determine the economic standing of peasants to find their 
stratification on these lands. I will also be examining the differences 
of rents and services to further evaluate the differentiation between 
the landholders.
Description of the Extent 
of the Lunds of the Earl of Lancaster, 1346
The document I have chosen to examine is an extent 
commissioned by Henry, the fourth Earl of Lancaster in the summer 
of 1346. The extent, a survey of the tenants of Henry and their
holdings, covered all the earl's lands in the county of Lancashire.
The information was first recorded when Henry took possession of 
his lands after the death of his father, the third earl, in 1345. At this 
time the county was in a state of disorder caused by natural 
disasters and the actions and inactions of Henry's ancestors.
Henry III bestowed the first title of Earl of Lancaster on his
youngest son, Edmund in 1266. This new earldom consisted of the 
confiscated lands of Robert, Earl of Derby , who had participated in 
the Montfort rebellion, plus the honor of Lancaster (Baines 48).
Henry III and Edward, allowed Edmund many privileges given to 
few others. Every tenant in Lancaster had to pay him homage. All 
ordinary revenues of the shire were his, while he could appoint his 
own sheriff, a royal representative in the county who was usually 
appointed by the king. He was even allowed to keep some of the 
royal revenues collected on his lands (Victoria 195-6). He exercized 
some control over the courts and, in fact, his authority was almost 
that of an earl palatine, exempt from royal control. However,
Edmund never claimed that title for himself, nor was he ever granted 
it (Bagley 33).
On his death in 1296, the earldom passed to Thomas, his son.
In 1307 Edward I died and his son Edward II ascended the throne. 
The new king, then made Thomas, his cousin, the steward of England. 
Three years later Thomas married Alice, sole daughter and heiress of 
Henry de Lacy. On Lacy’s death, Thomas’ holdings increased to six
I
earldoms with all their jurisdictions and powers (Baines 49). Soon 
after, however, his outstanding career took a downward turn.
Resentful of Piers de Gaveston, the king's favorite, Thomas joined and 
led a group of nobles against him. In 1312 they seized Gaveston and 
beheaded him without a trial. The king pardoned them, punished 
them lightly, then replaced Gaveston with Hugh le Despenser. The 
appointment of a new' favorite renewed Thomas' and other nobles’ 
anger and disgust with the king. Thomas' feelings caused the king to 
mistrust him once again.
The open hostility between the king and the earl of 
Lancaster encouraged an attack of Lancater by the Scots in 1316.
The shire, already devastated by famine and pestilence, suffered
greatly. Ecclesiastical records show that even twenty years later, the 
county had recovered only slightly (Victoria 199). Once again, at the 
urging of the Earl of Hereford who had been offended by Despenser, 
Thomas again led a group of nobles against the king's favorite. In 
1321 they had Parliament declare the Despensers' enemies against 
the king and his people and exiled them. The next year the king 
raised an army, recalled the Spensers, and in the end, beheaded 
Thomas at Pontefract on March 22 (Baines 50). Edward seized 
Thomas' lands along with those of his followers, and imprisoned 
Robert de Holland, the deceased Earl's right hand man. These 
actions left Lancaster without any real local authority, which resulted 
in chaos. The old enemies of the Holland family rose up and began a 
feud against them. They turned Lancaster into a battlefield and 
allowed a free reign of crime and disorder. Although Edward visited 
the county in the spring of 1323, law and order only returned
temporarily (Bagley 36), This, added to the famine and Scottish 
raids, proved disastrous for the peoples of Lancaster.
After the overthrow of Ldward II by Queen Isabella and 
Mortimer in 1327, Parliament restored the earldom of Lancaster to 
Thomas’ heir, his younger brother Henry. However, Isabella did not 
want to lose *he entire estate and kept the honor ot Clitheroe, and 
the lordships of Rochdale, Penwortham, and Tottingion for herself. 
Those estates were restored to die earl after her overthrow in 1330. 
On the crowning of Ldward III. Henry, third Lari of Lancaster, took 
his proper place at court and became the guardian of the young king, 
and the first of his councilors. Under Henry, the lawlessness of the
county continued despite the increase of his judicial privileges. On 
his death in 1345, Henry, his son, became the fourth Lari of 
Lancaster and under him the state of affairs in Lancaster improved
(Bagley 36).
From his father, the young Henry inherited a county in 
shambles. Still shaken from the events surrounding the rebellions of 
Thomas, the people of Lancaster were also recovering from the 
economic upheavals caused by famine, pestilence, raiding Scots and 
internal feuds. In the summer of 1346, the Lari had an extent made
of his newly inherited estates which records his tenants and their 
holdings plus the services required of them. Although Lancaster was 
not formally raised to a county palatine until 1351, the earls of 
Lancaster already enjoyed many of palatine privileges. Therefore, 
when the extent was made, more information was recorded than 
might have been usual. The extent indicates those tenants who were
enjoined to go with the bailif to witness distraints and those who
owed suit of the county and wapentake. The king had granted the 
earls some jurisdiction over the courts so that what should have bee 
none of their business was indeed in their best interest to record.
This document has been added to and recopied several times, 
until its translation in the early twentieth century. The original was 
damaged and the copies have several blanks because of it. The
copies also have several errors, the 
I* stent of the Lands and Tenements
most glaring in the title, “The 
ot the Duke of Lancaster." The
fourth earl, Henry, was not made a duke until 1353, seven years 
after the extent was made. Many of the sums the document gives of 
the tenements and rents do not equal the actual totals. In several 
places, it states that the rent or services of one tenement equals that 
of an aforementioned tenant, however, the "aforementioned" tenant 
has never been mentioned before.
In the translation many of the gaps have been filled by 
another document, an extent made of the s*me lands in 1430, 
eighty-four years after the first. The second extent omits many of 
the individual tenants names and other details found in the one of
1346. Although, the extent was copied partially in the sixteenth 
century, the translation I am using was mainly made from a copy 
made in the seventeenth century. It was translated and published 
by the Record Society for Lancashire and Cheshire in 1915. When 
possible other sources were used to correct the errors found in the 
copy (Inquests v-vii). Therefore, this document is not truly a 
translation of an extent made by Henry, the fourth Earl of Lancaster, 
in 1346, but a translation of a compilation of documents made in the 
fourteenth and fifteenth centuries.
To analyse (his document, I have taken each manor and 
divided them according to acre, oxgang, and carucate used by the 
fourteenth century recorder. I grouped together the tenants who 
held like amounts and figured the percentage pf tenants for each 
manor who held each demarcation of land. From there I was able to 
group these tenants into three large, generalized sets of peasants as 
did Postan, from the very poor to somewhat large landholders. I 
found that carucate holders were quite different from oxgang and 
acre holders. The carucate holders held much greater amounts of 
land and probably sublet some of their tenements. The acre and 
oxgang holders were divided into three group: those who could not
subsist without outside employment, those at subsistence level and
those well above subsistence level, yet below most of the carucate 
holders. In this document one can readily see that peasants were 
stratified, not only in their landholdings but in the types of services
they owed. These services showed a level of social stratification as
the land holdings showed a level of not only social stratification but
economic stratification.
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Analysis of Peasant Landholdings in Lancaster
The extent begins with the survey of the town of Liverpool, 
then continues with the surveys of Henry's one hundred and thirty- 
four manors in Lancashire. Of these one hundred thirty-four, only 
seventeen have fairly detailed lists of tenants and tenements. I he 
rest list only a few, sometimes only one, of the wealthier tenants anil
one has no information at all on tenants. The surveys of the 
seventeen manors which have substantial records of tenants, list a 
number of tenants ranging from fourteen to one-hundred fourteen, 
with an average of thirty-eight. On these manors one can see the
stratification of peasants, more easily than on the others.
More problems than insufficient information arise when 
examining the manors of the extent. Surveyors list nine manors at 
least twice throughout the survey. To get the total tenements from 
these manors, I had to find and piece them together. However, this 
proves difficult since the spelling in this document was quite 
inconsistent, several spellings of manor names look enough alike that 
they could be the same one, the above nine manors were spread 
through the survey.
Although there were one hundred thirty-four manors listed, I 
will only be comparing eighty nine. These eighty-nine manors list 
peasant holdings, while the other fifty-five manors were those held
by the king, the queen, earls, knights, and priors of monasteries. A 
few of these tenants legal status were not mentioned in the entry, 
however, because of their names, I was able to identify them as 
nobles. One of these tenants was Adam Banaster, a noble who sided 
with the king against the rebellion of Thomas, second earl of
I
Lancaster. Other tenements not included in my analysis are the 
manors held by the de Holland family. who unlike Banaster, support
Thomas.
Another difficulty arises 
tenements listed in this extent 
Some tenements were referred
from the fact that the divisions of 
are called bv manv different names.* V
as burgages, messuages, cottages.
crofts, granges, or holmes, while others were measured in carucates. 
oxgangs, perches, plats, plots, ridges, parcels, and of course acres.
The ones I will mainly be using to look for peasant stratification are 
carucates. oxgangs and acres since these are measures of land and 
not just a description of a holding. The acre, containing one six 
hundred fortieth of a square mile, is the only set measurement. A
carucate. by one definition found in a dictionary, is the amount of 
land one ox can plow in a year, or approximately ten to eighteen 
acres. According to another is it equal to one hide, which contains 
between sixty and one hundred twenty acres. The amount in an 
oxgang varies from village to village, manor to manor, depending on 
their custom. In general it contains the number of acres each village 
considers that an ordinary tenant should hold. Only six manors out
of the one hundred thirty-four listed actually state how many acres 
their oxgang contains. These manors are llest, where an oxgang 
contains 10 acres; Singleton; 12 acres; Overton: for some 12 acres, for
others 8 acres, 18 acres or 22 acres; Ribbey: in one area, 13 acres; in
another, 14 acres; Sline: 20 acres; Skerton: 24 acres**. Since
average amount is approximately fifteen acres, for convenience sake. 
I define oxgangs in this extent as containing fifteen acres. Only one
r l
earucate is defined in this extent. It is one on the manor of Thornton
and contains approximately eight This would mean that
this earucate holds around 120 acres, according to my definition of
oxgangs.
carueates.
Since this agrees more or less 
henceforth carueates will equal
with the hide definition of
8 oxgangs. or 120 acres.
Because of these variations, the conclusions I reach are not exact,
only approximations.
The areas whose tenements consisted of carueates were those
manors which listed very few tenants, generally between one and 
five. Almost forty-five percent of these manors were large manors, 
as defined by Kosminsky, containing over 260 acres. Only eleven 
percent consisted of between two hundred forty and three hundred 
sixty acres, the middle size manor. The small manors, containing less
than two hundred forty acres, make up the last forty-five percent. 
The average tenement size the tenants on these manors held was 
around one and one-third carueates, or one hundred sixty acres.
These were extremely substantial holdings. Forty-five of the manors 
listed in the extent fell into this category of earucate holdings. On the 
other hand, only three large manors with few tenants used oxgangs, 
while none used acres. Three tenants held these three large oxgang
holdings, which averaged ten and one-third oxgangs each (155 
acres). These tenants might have sublet their holdings, and indeed, 
there is some evidence of this. Thomas, the tenant of Richard 
Molineux who held 5 carueates in Sefton is mentioned. Richard held 
these five carueates ’’with members,” according to the extent. 
Presumably, Thomas was one of these members, who were all
sublessors of Richard. Several cases of large landholders with 
members are recorded in the extent, however, neither the members 
nor their tenements are listed. Kosminsky finds that many rich 
peasants with considerable holdings had mini-manors. These large 
land holders would farm a portion of their lands and lease out the 
rest. Britton also noted this situation. Many of the records show the 
original tenant but not those who sublet from him. The evidence I 
have found suggests that subletting took place on these forty-live 
manors, even though the extent, like many medieval records, leaves 
out such vital information.
Like Postan, when 1 examined the landholdings which were 
measured in oxgangs and acres, 1 noticed that tenement sizes tell into 
three distinct groups. The first group contains the smallest holdings 
which are tenements of between zero and fifteen acres; and between 
zero and one oxgang. The middle group includes fifteen to thirty 
acres; and one to two oxgangs. The group of large holdings is 
comprised of those tenements which contain thirty to sixty three 
acres (the most any acre tenant holds in this extent!; and two and 
one-half to twelve oxgangs. In all the extent lists 511 tenements
w'hieh are not held by kings, queens, knights or monasteries, and 
which are measured in acres or oxgangs jcarucates are too large for 
comparison here|. The number of tenants holding oxgangs and acres 
are almost identical, 251 hold acres w'hile 260 hold oxgangs. Most of 
the time they are not used in conjunction wdth each other; of the 
thirty-four manors that use only these measures, only eight use both.
Therefore depending on local custom. tenements were counted in
either oxgangs or acres.
Oxgang holdings and acre holdings have many similarities since 
they are just two different ways of counting the same thing.
However, there are also some differences, which demonstrate the 
differences between the manors on which thev are used. The
majority of both types of holdings are concentrated in the 
smallholding group. Of the "acre" tenements, two hundred twenty 
five ’acre' tenants (X9.6 percent) hold up to fifteen acres of land, 
while one hundred fifty eight 'oxgang' tenants (60.7 percent) hold 
such small tenements. However, the middle 'oxgang' group, those 
who hold between fifteen and thirty acres, is quite substantial (31.2 
percent), whereas the middle 'acre' group is not (5.6 percent). The 
group holding the largest tenements, of over thirty acres, in the acre 
category almost equals the middle group. Four and seven tenths 
percent of such tenements compared to the above five and six tenths 
percent holding middle-size ones. On the other hand, the large 
landholders of the "oxgang’' group only comprise eight and one tenth 
percent compared to the thirty-two and two tenths percent in the 
middle group. When the figures of both acre and oxgang groups are 
averaged, the results are that seventy-five percent of the peasants 
hold small tenements; nineteen percent hold middling tenements; 
and six percent hold the largest holdings. These results agree 
generally with Kosminsky and Postan, who say that most tenements 
are quite small, with the top category containing the fewest tenants.
Both the acreholding and the ox gang holding group show 
similiar stratification of peasants. Some patterns have emerged in 
each group which probably emerged because of the disintegration of 
tenements through time. These patterns, allowances made for the 
different land measures used, illustrate the breakdown of land
holdings and the creation of small holders. According to Biddick, 
'‘Lords frequently divided the virgate. the chief unit of customary 
tenure, so that ’two men stood in the place where one man had
stood,’ and they also reclassified their tenants on half-virgates as 
fully burdened virgates"(279). When examining the Lancaster 
extent, this division of one into two tenements by the lord could have 
been a regular occurrence. Instead of virgates, however, ox gangs, 
are used in this area. The standard tenement at one time might have 
been an oxgang. Even in 1346, the second largest eatagory is that of 
one oxgang held by sixty-three (24%) of 260 oxgang holders.
Because of the division described by Biddick, and the buying and 
selling of land for various reasons, there are many different
tenement sizes by 1346. The largest category, the one-half oxgang
tenement contains 64 tenants(24.6%). The next largest category is 
the one-fourth oxgang landholdings, which were held by twenty- 
six(l0%). Therefore, there is evidence that in Lancashire, lords made
these divisions when they felt the need or want to do so.
Although there are many trivial or odd sized tenements of 
oxgangs such as one-twenty-fourth or seven twentieths of an oxgang* 
the highest concentrations are of those tenements of regular size. Tor 
the forty-two different tenement sizes, 200 tenants (76,9%) hold
ones which are multiples of 1/4, 1/2* ami one oxgang <15 cl i He re n I 
tenement sizes). Most of the odd sized holdings are between zero 
and one oxgang, which is where most oxgang tenants are 
si'tuated(60.7% ). Over half of these small holders (34.6% of all oxgang 
tenants) held one-half and one fourth ovgangs, which might have 
been created by divisions made by the lord. The other hall of the 
small holdings may have been created by disintegrating factors m 
the land market and partible inheritance.
In Kosminsky’s view, those with one half virgates (fifteen 
acres) or less, lived at the subsistence level. If this figure is taken as 
a true measure of subsistence,this means that 60.7 of the Lancaster 
tenants whose holdings were measured in ox gangs could not have 
subsisted without outside employment. So only in the middle group 
of oxgang holders does one begin to find independent tenants 
(independent in the sense that they did not have to find other 
employment to survive). Almost seventy-eight percent of these 
middling tenants held one oxgang which is fifteen acres. By 
Kosmi.nsk/s definition these people were just at the subsistence 
level.
The next highest concentration were those tenants on the 
highest end of this group. Over ten percent of the medium sized land 
holders held two oxgang (30 acres) and were definitely above the 
subsistence level. In the large tenement group there are fewer 
tenants. The largest sub-category here is that of tenanst holding 
four oxgangs (28.6%). This category has only nine tenement sizes
(compared with 32 tor the two lower groups), five of which contain 
two or more of the 21 tenants in this group.
The concentration on four oxgangs reveals another pattern.
The highest concentration in the lower group were on 1/4 and 1/2 
oxgangs, in the middle group on l and 2 oxgangs while in the last 
group on four oxgangs. It seems that for the most part, the next 
group of peasants above a given tenant was twice as ’’rich.” while the 
ones below were twice as "poor.”
Similar patterns emerge from the examination of small ’’acre" 
holders . In this group there are also many different sizes of 
tenements. Again, some of these are very trivial (1/4 of a rood 
which equals 1/8 of an acre), and some were very odd (for example.
2 acres, 3 1/3 roods). Most tenements in this group are measured in 
multiples of one-half of a rood -one-half rood, one rood, one-half 
acre, etc. Fifteen tenants (7f# of small acre holders) hold one half of a 
rood, thirty-seven (16.4*#) hold one rood, twenty-six ( I0.4f# ; 11,6f/< ) 
hold one-half acre, twenty nine (12.9*/) hold one acre, and another 
fifteen hold two acres. The pattern of doubling the wealth' holds 
true for this bottom group, but, it is discontinued in the two upper 
groups. As already stated, the lower group could not subsist without 
additional employment. The middle group, in the oxgang case, was 
dominated by tenants (almost78%) who held fifteen acres but just 
did reach subsistence levels according to Kominskv’s definition (one- 
half virgate-15 acrcs=subsitence line). However, in the middle "acre” 
group most tenants (78.5*#) held more than fifteen acres, above the 
subsistence level. Not only do a higher percentage of middle oxgang
holders fall below this line, but a higher number also. Right) one 
tenants <31.2(/<) of the oxgangs reside in this group while only 14 
(5.6f^  ) acre holders do. The middle oxgang tenants are a 
considerably larger group, and a considerably poorer one than the 
middle acre’ group.
The numbers of the large ’oxgang’ and acre’ holders are almost 
the same, but again the p acement ol concentrations are dillerent. 
Twelve (57 Tr ) of the twenty one large oxgang tenants held sixty 
acres or more. Only four <33..V>) ol the seventeen large acre holders 
hold sixty ormore acres. More large oxgang tenants hold the same 
amounts as others, while in the acre group they are more spread out. 
Laeh tenement si/e has an average of two and one-third tenants lor 
oxgangs, but for acres’ each tenement si/e averages one and one* 
third tenants. However, the oxgang group shows more stratification 
because the smallest of this oxgang group holds thirty seven and 
one half acres whereas the largest holds one hundred eighty acres.
In the large "acre” group the smallest tenement holds thirty-two 
while the largest holds sixty-three acres, a difference of thirty-one 
acres compared to one hundred forty two and one halt acres.
If land holding si/e is a measure of well being and status for 
medieval peasants, and I believe, as does Postan, that it is, then the 
totals of these groups mentioned here make sense. Like Postan and 
Kominsky, I find that most landholders fall into the small tenement 
category, while the middle group is somewhat substantial, and the 
top group being the smallest. The small holders are definitely the 
largest group, comprising 64f/f of the peasants counted here. The
middle group contains I6f,£ of the peasants, while the top group holds 
I5r£. The last 5fA are those in an extremely wealthy class of 
peasants. I added those tenants who hold one and one half educates 
or less to the top group of acres and oxgang holders because they 
hold equal amounts < I HO acres=l 1/2 carucates-12 oxgangs). Those 
who hold two or more carucates comprise the very top group. 
Accordingly, adding in the carucates makes the top two groups larger 
than the middle group. But as already established the very large 
carucate holders let out portions of their lands. Those sublessors ami 
their tenements are not listed in this extent. However, they could 
substantially increase the number of tenants in the lower two 
groups.
The peasants of Lancaster belonged to three groups of 
economic standing. The poorest peasants were those who hold less 
than fifteen acres. According to Kosminsky, they did not hold 
sufficient land to subsist and had to find outside employment to 
survive. They were usually employed by the lord or rich peasants 
The middle group of tenants who held between fifteen and thirty 
acres represent the "typical" medieval peasant, according to Postan. 
This group held enough land to subsist, but not enough to employ 
other peasants to farm their land. The group of richest peasants 
were divided into two sub-groups. The poorer sub-group held 
between sixty and one hundred acres of land, and could afford to 
employ the peasants in the lowest group as field laborers. The richer 
sub-group held sufficient land to not only employ laborers, but also 
to lease out much of their holdings to other peasants. Therefore,
tenements listed in the extent of the earl of Lancaster show a great 
deal of stratification between peasants.
♦♦These figures can be found; Hest -p. 134 (oxgangs includes a 
messuage which is the buildings which go along with a tenement; 
Singleton--p. 126; Overton -142 and 144; Ribbey -122 and 123; 
Sline--p. 131 (oxgangs include three roods of meadow); and Skerton 
-p. 136.
Tenants
Manors tneasumdL, iiLAcres 
Tenement size #-o» tenants-7
small holders 0-14 acres. 3 1/12 rood 2 2 5 89.67,
middle holders 15-29 acres 1 4 5.6",
large holders 30-63 acres 12 _ 4.87,
Manors measured, in OjyymfiS
251 100'
small holders 0 less than one 015 acres) ?5~8 60.7
middle holders !~2 (15-30 acres) S 1 31.2
large holders 2.5-12 (57.5-ISO acres) 2 1 8.17
2 60 1007
Total Number of Pcasiiinls
tenants rk- of peasants
small holders 64'/,
middle holders 16",
lower large holders 15%
upper large holders 5",
Analysis of Services Rendered io the Lord
by Lancaster Peasants
For the most part the extent of 1346 does not mention the 
services rendered by tenants. Of the thirty-four manors which listed 
tenements measured in oxgangs and acres, eleven mentioned no 
services at all, while six listed services for only part of the tenants. 
For the tenants of seven of these manors, it is only recorded that 
they had to nay relief after death. Only five manors record more 
extensive lists of services while four others list services for all their 
tenants. The one other manor in this category which I examined is
missing information on services.
Throughout the document tenants who had to pay relief are 
listed. This relief was a payment to the lord at ti.c death of a tenant. 
The amount for this area was not a set amount but double the rent
paid in one year. This relief was expected ftom many tenants 
ranging from those who held only a few acres of land to those with 
quite large holdings. On one manor this relief was expected at 
another time than deadt, also. In Wray, the tenants held their land 
for tenure of ten years. If a tenant withdrew from this tenure early,
he was expected to pay. Therefore, no matter what happened, the
lord would receive his money if the tenement became vacant.
For those manors with services listed for only part of their
tenants, most were quite detailed in their lists of tenants and 
tenements. The rest of their lists could have been lost, as in the case 
of the one manor, Wavertree. Two tenants at Wavertree were said to 
owe forinsec service, while the others do like "the aforesaid William
Haukeseye" (Extent 78). However, this William has never been 
mentioned before that entry. Yet, some information has been 
recorded for the others in this group which show the type of services
I
thou* tenants held. In l;orfekk\ one tenant holds one oxgang and 
owes the service of 'le forland.’ Another tenant there, a native of 
Mood* owes extra rent for the tree land he holds by the inheritance 
of his wife. Henry Pilk inton in Salfordshire holds three itolmes, has 
his services commuted except that he must find housing for his lords 
liberty (which the translator notes could mean livery). Another, John 
Bibby, holds four acres plus the lord's common oven and must grind 
grant for himself and his tenants. Thirteen others there must pay 
suit to this mill. In Bolton two give underwud* at their lords mill, 
one has commuted services, while four give relief, which means here 
rendering at death twice the amount of rent paid in one year. These 
tenants hold anywhere from I acre to 10 acre. Two in Overton owe 
their share of a relief called cowmall, multure of the mill, and relief.
One of these holds one oxgang, while the other holds thirteen acres 
there and another sizable holding elsewhere. Holders of tenements 
in I lest form three-fourths of an oxgang to one and one fourth 
oxgangs owe Iteriot to their lord (their best beast must be remit* d 
to the lord on their death).
The tenants on the other manor with only partial listings of 
services, owe a more substantial service than these others. One
*enant in Thingewali, »he only manor in this group with few tenants
listed, must administer the king’s bailiwick. This tenant holds seven
oxgangs (105 acres) all together, three in Thingewali and four in 
Walton. Another tenant in this group who holds a substantial 
holding had to render a more substantial service than the rest. One 
in Bolton who held sixty acres was charged with finding a mason for 
the work of the lord’s castle when the lord pleased. Thus, the more
land one held, the less money one had to pay, hut more services of 
responsibility and power.
On the manor of llalton, only one tenant was recorded, lie held 
sixteen acres and was charged to be the forester of Quernmore and 
elsewhere. All the tenants of Fyswicke also had services mentioned. 
There were eight who held twenty-two acres by the serjeantry of 
being the forester for the hundreds of l.onesdale. Amondernesse, and 
Derbyshire. They also paid relief. Right who held one carucate 
together (individual holdings ranged from five acres to four oxgangs) 
held their land in "drenghage". According to custom, all drengs had 
to find meat and drink for the lord's foresters and provender for 
their horses and the lord's hounds. In West Derby, each tenant had 
to carry millstones to the mills for which each was repaid 40 d. for 
meat and drink. Oxgang holders there had to pay a relief call 'Le 
Stotz'. in the translator's notes, t'lis is re-spelled two more times as 
'Scotz' and 'Scottes'. This was probably a payment to help the 
defense against the numerous Scottish raids of this period.
The five manors for which more extensive services were listed 
are those of Great Crosseby, Sline, Ribbcy, Singleton, and Skerton. 
These manors also had the most detailed lists of tenants. For the 
natives (unfree) of Great Crosseby, most boon-works including the 
boon works at planting and harvesting and others, were commuted 
into money rent. Other boon-works such as the mowing of meadows, 
carrying wood for fuel to the castle when the lord was in residence 
and for the building of the houses there however, were not. These 
natives had to get licence from the lord to marry their daughter and 
to tonstire  their sons. If chosen they were obliged to serve as reeve
4and on tiicir death their heirs had to pay relief, 
between a few acres and four oxgangs (most held
These tenants held 
a few acres while
only one held four oxgangs).
The boon-works of Ribbey. like Great Crosseby, had been 
commuted to money payments due along with the rent. Beyond that. 
Ribbey tenants ’will carry victuals at each coming of the lord from 
Ribell bridge unto Lancaster castle and at the lord’s departure unto 
the said bridge . . .”(122). Each also renders mere he L leyrwit, and 
relief. In general these tenants held larger tenements than that of 
Sline and as one can see, their reliefs and services were much lighter.
In contrast to the situation in Great Crosseby and Ribbey, the
boon-works in Sline were not commuted. Each still had to plow at
the winter and Lent sowings, mow the meadows and make hay.
They also had to carry brush for the repair of the lord’s castle, and 
supply corn when the lord was in residence. They paid relief, 
merchet (on the marriage of their daughter), leyrwrit and tonsure for
their sons. These tenants had much heavier reliefs and services than
those mentioned above, while they also had much smaller holdings. 
Many held from a tenth to a fourth part of an oxgang (one and one* 
half to around three and one-half acres) while none held one larger 
than one and one-half oxgangs (twenty-two and a half acres).
As West Derby had a local custom of 'Le. Stout', Singleton had 
several local customs. Those peasants had to find three working 
mares for ”. . . carrying the lords at each time of the year. . .”(126). 
Each tenant had to find four cows with his neighbors to replenish the 
lord’s slock. They also had to carry victuals and pay reliefs like the
‘ Y IT . ,  '<Y-Y * < ■ HjllplillM tfiW iii B ill >*, ; » Y-~:
tenants of Ribbey. And like Ribbey their holding si/e was more 
substantial than that of Sline.
Like the most of the others, Skerton tenants’ boon works were
arrented. They also had to carry wood and mow' pasture, be reeve 
when called and carry victuals to the lord during his comings and 
goings. However, for heriot each tenant only had to render his 
second best beast, and he had to pay his share of Belton Cowe, which 
one would assume is similar to Singleton, where one had to help 
replenish the lord's stock. These tenants’ holdings were not quite as 
large as that of Singleton, but not quite as small as those of Sline. 
Their burden of services also seems to fall in between those two.
From these manor listings one can see that the burdens of 
reliefs and services were greater on the small tenants. As suggested 
before, the larger tenants had to pay less, but were given services of 
more responsibility. These services gave them more power and 
prestige in the village. If one held the office of reeve, one could 
exploit that position, as reeves often did. Richard Molincux, a
substantial landholder in Sefton, the office of bailiff for one
year. He, like his predecessors, took bribes from fellow villagers not 
to confiscate their property (Tupling 120).
The services listed for holders of carucatcs are those types of 
services already mentioned for large land holders of the acre or 
oxgang troups. For many no services at all were mentioned, while 
sixteen only rendered relief. At least eight paid suit to the county 
and wapentake courts when necessary. Two others had to go with 
the bailiff when he called to witness distraints. These 
inconveniences were also honors, for they emphasized one's
importance in the community. Only 
called upon to fulfill these functions
the notables of the village were 
These obligations also gave
them power over the other peasants who relied upon these men's 
judgments for their well-being. Two other large holders were called 
by the lord upon to fill positions of relative power. Two carucate 
holders, one from Singleton Parva, and one from Nether Kellet were 
charged to be the bailiffs in Amondernesse and Bluckburnshire, and
Lonesdale.
Other services besides filling official positions were needed. A 
tenant in lisclive had to find a carpenter whenever the lord pleased, 
while one elsewhere blew a horn when his lo»u entered or departed 
from the county. Others in llakenshowe paid two crossbows instead 
of services. In any case these were different types of services than 
those of the smaller holdings. They did not require manual labor, 
except the hornblowing. They were positions of power and respect. 
As other authors have mentioned, it was economic standing which 
was the most important in social stratification. No responsibility like 
those of the carucate holders was given to a peasant of small stature.
When most people think of social stratification of the middle 
ages, they think of two groups: the nobles and non-nobles. However,
when historians of social stratification of the middle ages, they
see many differents levels. When I examined the extent of the lands 
of the earl of Lancaster, I was able to see these different levels of 
stratification* Through land holdings, I found three different main 
groups r,f peasants: those who did not hold enough land to subsist
without other employment, those who heW just enough land to
subsist, and those who held enough land to employ peasants in the 
lowest group as laborers. The richest group was further divided into 
two groups. The very highest group, in addition to employing 
peasant laborers, held enough land to sublet to other peasants.
This economic stratification caused further stratification in the 
village. If one held small amounts of land, the financial services 
owed to the lord were much more substantial. If one held large 
amounts of land, like the earucate holders, then one’s services 
became less of a financial burden, and more a sign of social standing. 
These large holding tenants were given services of great 
responsibility, however they could use them to exploit others. If a 
tenant was obliged to become to become the lord’s bailiff, men he 
held a position of respect prestige in the village. At the same time, 
like Richard Molineux, he could use this power to extract money or 
goods from those under his authority. Therefore, economic standing 
determined whether a peasant would survive or succeed; whether ht 
would exploit or be exploited.
' . - f t '  r - - ;  z h -%* -»
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